the puzzle of
surplus territory:
theories of territorial rights
and the boundary problem

Different theories of territorial rights provide different reasons for what legitimizes territorial claims. This
essay examines the three main families of such theories currently on offer in the literature—the voluntarist, statist, and nationalist—in connection with what has been labelled the (geographical) boundary problem. The problem, in brief, is that none of these theories seem to justify states claiming territory that is
enclosed by their boundaries but that do not satisfy their respective criteria for valid territorial claims. It is
argued that the concern raised is valid, and that statist theories face the additional problem of justifying
what attaches particular states to particular territory.
By Patrick J. Winther-Larsen

I

n this essay I will discuss the boundary problem faced
by theories of territorial rights in contemporary political
philosophy. The problem is that of justifying the totality
of territory over which states claim jurisdiction, over and
above what they meaningfully require to perform their legitimating functions and/or what their population is in
fact attached to. At the outset, I will present the problem
and the three families of theories of territorial rights, namely the voluntarist, statist, and nationalist. Subsequently,
I will attempt to show how the boundary problem poses
a challenge for all three theories. Finally, in the last section, I will discuss whether any of them can solve it in
a satisfactory manner. There I will also be engaging with
scholars who each represent some variant of one of the
three theories.
I. The boundary problem and the three families of
theories of territorial rights
As an extension of their territorial rights, states possess the
right to exercise jurisdiction over territory. The boundary
problem challenges theories of territorial rights to justify
why states’ geographical boundaries encompass more territory than what the respective theories argue that states
have a valid claim on. That is, it is prima facie problematic
that states claim jurisdiction over territory that they are
not justified in claiming according to these theories’ respective requirements for valid territorial claims. In other
words, cases where states claim jurisdiction over ‘unim4

proved’ land (that is, land that has not been labored on);
over territories where they do not perform their legitimating functions; or over territories that are not integral to
their respective peoples’ lives. The unjustifiably claimed
territory (that is, according to the criteria of the respective
theories) can surround and/or be surrounded by territory
that states do have a valid claim on. Differently put, this
‘surplus’ of territory that I will be referring to may be located (roughly speaking) at the center and/or beyond the
rim of the territory that states justifiably claim jurisdiction
over. In the following, I will assume that states claim jurisdiction over a surplus of territory located both at their
center and beyond the rim of the territory that they have
a valid claim on. Before a discussion on the boundary problem can commence in full, we should first gain an understanding of the theories of territorial rights in contention.
The first family of theories I will consider—the voluntarist—is inspired by John Locke (1632-1704), who
held that the feature which distinguishes private property
from common property is that the former has been “mixed” with the labor of individuals. In the case of land,
Locke (2011:719-721/§§27, 32, 35-37) claims, labor involves improvement, such as by tilling or cultivating it.
According to his proviso that there must be land “enough,
and as good, left in common for others,” agents are limited
to only acquire land that they will utilize. Unutilized land,
he maintains, belongs to all human beings in common.
His view represents the individualist version of volunta-
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rism, which holds that states derive territorial rights from
agents’ property rights over land. On his account, individuals have consented to a state’s gaining jurisdiction over
their land, thereby granting it rights over territory, namely
a contraction of the land in question (Locke 2011:738,
744/§§99, 121-122). According to the collectivist version,
by contrast, a group of individuals (composing a state, say)
acquires territorial rights in the same way that individuals,
on the individualist account, gain property rights (Nine
2008:148, 155). Voluntarist theories are also backwardslooking, meaning they focus on the historical aspect of territorial rights, namely on how they were acquired initially
and subsequently transferred over time.
Statist theories of territorial rights come in two forms:
the first of which, variably inspired by the works of Thomas
Hobbes or Henry Sidgwick (that is, the Hobbesian or
Sidgwickian variety), identifies the achievement of peace
and order as the state’s function. On the second version,
the Kantian one (also referred to as the “legitimate state
theory”), the function of the state is that of administering
justice, the performance of which secures its legitimacy
(Moore 2015:89). Both versions are said to be functionalist
(or function-based) theories, because they claim that states’
territorial rights are necessary for them to perform their
legitimating functions (Simmons 2015:148). By “legitimating functions”, I mean something along the lines of the
“provision of opportunities, security, equal respect,” and so
on, to people present on their territory (Kolers 2009:127).
In regard to functionalism, the boundary problem (as formulated in the introduction) concerns cases in which states
claim jurisdiction over more territory than “what they meaningfully require to perform their legitimating functions,”
by which I understand territory on which states have little
to no human conduct to regulate.
Since it is primarily the latter version of functionalism
that is defended in the contemporary literature, I will here
focus solely on it, which, as I alluded to earlier, is inspired
by the political writings of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804).
Kant (1996:52/Ak. 6:265; see also ibid., 90/Ak. 6:312) opposed Locke’s idea that it is necessary to improve land—
in Kant’s words, to “build on it, cultivate it, drain it, and
so on”—in order to acquire it. Contrary to the Lockean
theory, Kant held that only states can be territorial rightsholders, and that these rights are primitive, that is, not derived from the rights of other agents (be they individuals
or collectives). Functionalist theories are said to be presentlooking, meaning they have a “structural”—as opposed to
a historical—view on territorial rights (Simmons 2016:5960). On these theories, then, states acquire territorial rights
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based solely on where they presently perform their legitimating functions. Succinctly put, only the “here and now”
matters to them.
Finally, nationalist theories hold that nations, groups
(national or cultural), or simply peoples, are pre-political
holders of territorial rights (that is, prior to the involvement of government), which are acquired based on their
attachment to specific territory (Moore 2014:121-122).
A particular group’s attachment to a particular territory
is a bond that has been forged over an extended period
of time. For such groups—that consist of members who
share certain characteristics, such as a shared history and
language—the relevant territory has become integral to
their culture and collective identity (Simmons 2015:148).
For the sake of brevity, we may call such territory their
“homeland” or “heartland”. Nationalist theories also regard groups, and not states, as the primary territorial
rights-holders (Miller 2012:257-258). Furthermore, on
this theory, states serve the role of representing their respective groups, from which their territorial rights are derived. Since groups’ identities change over time, nationalist theories can be said to be both backward-looking and
present-looking. That is to say, they focus on whether a
given territory has historically been, and remains, significant to particular groups.
II. Why the boundary problem is faced by the three
theories
How do any of these theories justify states’ rights over
territory that is located within their boundaries but that
do not satisfy their respective criteria for justifying states’
territorial rights? I believe I should preface my discussion
on this question by pointing out that before any theory
can solve the boundary problem, it must first solve the
problem of what attaches particular states to particular territory. This problem, which I will refer to as “the particular
problem” (not to be confused with the problem bearing
the same name mentioned in footnote 2), is paramount
to our discussion. For, before we can discuss the question
of how states could be justified in claiming territory over
and above what they are justified in claiming according to
the requirements presented above, we must first understand what attaches any particular state to any particular
territory in the first place. The particular problem, I hold,
can be easily solved by proponents of voluntarist or nationalist theories, but presumably not as easily by defenders of functionalist theories. According to the individualist version of voluntarism, individuals have labored on a
particular area of land which a particular state is granted
5

jurisdiction over if the property owners consent to state
jurisdiction over their land. On the collectivist version of
voluntarism, a particular collective (such as a state) labors
on a particular area of land and gains jurisdiction over it.
Nationalist theories, finally, hold that groups attached to
a particular territory are represented by particular states.
Since states’ territorial rights are on both theories derived
from the rights of other agents, the extent of states’ right to
exercise jurisdiction is limited to territory that those agents
are connected to. Thus, both theories hold that states are
hindered from gaining jurisdiction over any arbitrarily
chosen piece of territory.
However, since voluntarist theories maintain that territorial rights are accorded to states based on which land
agents have improved, how can they claim jurisdiction
over unimproved land? It does not seem to follow from
how this theory justifies territorial claims that states can
have a valid claim on unimproved land. After all, on
Locke’s account, such land has not become any agent’s
private property, and it must therefore be considered the
property of all humans in common up until it has been
labored on. Voluntarist theories, then, must be able to
explain why state boundaries can encompass continuous
stretches of territory that has been only partially improved land by agents. For brevity’s sake, we may refer to the
area in question as “patchwork” territory. Furthermore,
the individualist version of voluntarism faces the distinct
problem of so-called “interior dissenters”’, to wit, property
owners who do not consent to states gaining rights of jurisdiction over their land. Surely, property owners are not
guaranteed to consent unanimously to state jurisdiction.
This kind of territory is also patterned like patchwork.
Proponents of functionalist theories are not as fortunate as competing theories in regard to the particular
problem. For, as these theories accord territorial rights to
states based solely on where they administer justice, they
can according to them claim any piece of territory, as long
as they perform this function over it. Therefore, these theories fail to attach particular states to particular territories.
This is a consequence of functionalist theories having a
structural view on territorial rights, which is indifferent to
other agents’ (e.g., peoples’) attachment to territory. Since
they do not seem to justify states’ claim on particular territory, these theories cannot justify states claiming jurisdiction over more territory than they require to perform
their legitimating functions. Prior to achieving this, a limit
must be put on where states have a right to exercise jurisdiction, so that they cannot claim any territory as long as
they perform those functions on them.
6

Further, it is not clear from this why functionalist theories would not warrant states expanding their current boundaries by annexing the territory of neighboring states, as
long as they perform their functions over the relevant territory, thus rendering borders extremely unstable. Lastly, because functionalist theories justify territorial claims in this
manner, they might have trouble justifying states’ claims
on territory where their presence is “weak” or “thin”, meaning territory where they fail to perform their function of
administering justice. On the types of territory in question,
criminal and illegal activities may take place without state
interference. For instance, gang violence may render the
area unsafe and uninhabitable for other citizens.
Nationalist theories face a problem similar to that of
voluntary theories, since both hold that territorial rights
are accorded to states based on which territory other agents
(e.g., peoples or groups) are attached to. That is, the former
family of theories must be able to justify why states can
claim territory that is not integral to groups’ lives. Since
such territories does not qualify as those to which they
are attached, it seems that states do not have a valid claim
on them. Thus, like voluntarist theories, nationalist theories face the problem of justifying states’ jurisdiction over
patchwork territories, which in this context the relevant
group is only partially attached to. The criterion of groups’
attachment does not seem to grant states jurisdiction over
land located in-between the territory that they are attached
to, or land located beyond the rim of the territory that the
groups are attached to, but which are nonetheless enclosed
by state borders. So, while nationalist theories may justify
states’ claim on heartlands, justifying states’ claim on “hinterlands”—land that is not integral to groups’ lives—is a
more difficult matter. Having argued why the boundary
problem represents a challenge for all three theories of territorial rights, I will now proceed to assess how their respective proponents address these worries.
III. Replies to the challenge posed by the boundary
problem
The aim of this section is not to argue that any of the three
theories are superior to their respective competing theories.
Rather, my aim is merely to assess whether proponents of
any of the three theories of territorial rights can provide
a satisfactory answer to the boundary problem. The three
scholars that I will be engaging with each defend some variant of one of these theories.
Lockean theories, we saw, must account for the problem of justifying claims on patchwork territories (that
is, partially developed land), and the individualist version
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must answer to the worry of dissenters. The main (or perhaps sole) proponent of the individualist version of voluntarism, A. John Simmons, illustrates the problem of claiming patchwork land. Simmons (1992:268) remarks that if
he were to raise a fence to enclose an area, he would then be
claiming the land enclosed by the fence, even if the land in
question had been only partially improved. Thus, fixing the
boundaries of property apparently becomes arbitrary; for,
if he can claim land that has been only partially improved,
by enclosing it with a fence, what stops him from claiming
land outside the enclosure? Perhaps the best strategy would
be to interpret the requirement of improvement less literally, as a literal reading of Locke’s view seems to render the
criterion for justified territorial rights too demanding. For
as Robert Nozick (1974:174) amusingly remarks, building
just the fence itself, on this view, would make agents entitled solely to it and the land underneath and not to the area
it encloses. His reductio illustrates that, as a unit of measure,
labor only grants agents rights over very clearly delineable
land that has been improved, and not over land that has
been enclosed by something they have labored on. Labor,
after all, mixes only with concrete objects, and not with
land or objects that surround them.
In an attempt to overcome this challenge, Simmons
(1992:273) suggests that we ought to reanalyze the concept
of labor as “a kind of purposive activity aimed at satisfying
needs or supplying the conveniences of life.” On this conception, Simmons (1992:276, 279) claims, labor can mix
with “external things” (by which, I presume, he means land
that is part of our life plans but that are not our private
property) very seamlessly, as the boundaries of property will
be determined by “the nature of the activity.” This strategy
seems to alleviate one of the problems that Lockean theories
face, as represented by Nozick’s reductio, because labor may
extend, on this non-literal reading, to more than just what
we improve. However, by modifying the labor criterion,
Simmons faces another problem, namely that the nature of
purposive activities does not make delineations very clear.
Just how are we to delineate the land that they will encompass? Therefore, I gather, Simmons (2001:319) concedes
that “many compelling and perfectly valid Lockean claims
to land have only vague or “limiting” contents, rather than
precisely delineable contents.” Further, due to his commitment to the Lockean position, he is not afforded the option
of arguing that states would be justified in claiming vast
spaces to facilitate future settlement, as this move would
violate Locke’s proviso (Simmons 2001:314–5). Therefore,
it does not seem that Simmons can adequately solve the
boundary problem, even if he reanalyzes Locke’s labor crite-
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rion in a non-literal manner.
Anna Stilz (2011:578–9) attempts to rectify functionalist theories’ issues with solving the particular problem, by
suggesting that these theories can attach particular states to
particular territory via particular peoples, who have a prior
right to occupy the territory in question. She suggests according rights to peoples (as on nationalist theories) are represented by states. But in so doing—as has been argued by
Margaret Moore (2014:126–7)—her view seems to reject
the fundamental statist view that states’ territorial rights
are primitive or non-derivative. To be fair, Stilz (2011:579)
clarifies that this move does not involve granting the rights
of territorial jurisdiction to any agents other than states.
However, the charge is still valid, as their rights are nonetheless derived from that of peoples, which they gained
prior to state involvement. Furthermore, since on her account there is no need to appeal to a people that “preexists
the state,” the job of defining and delimiting peoples becomes the responsibility of the states. But, how can they
decide which individuals belong to which people, unless
Stilz presupposes the existence of boundaries? Further, how
are these boundaries to be defined and delimited? Due to
these issues, her attempt to solve the particular problem,
and consequently the boundary problem, seems to falter.
That being said, functionalist theories in general may be
able to justify why states can claim jurisdiction over more
territory than they require for performing their legitimating
functions; for, as long as states perform their function of
achieving justice over the territory in question, their claim
is valid. That is to say, even though states do not require
the territory in question to perform their legitimating functions, they would still be performing the same function as
elsewhere within their borders. As long as their claims on
any given territory are not challenged by claims lodged by
other states, we would perhaps be hard-pressed to question
states’ rights to govern the relevant territory. The success of
this reply presupposes, however, that functionalist theories
can solve the particular problem. Regardless, they would
still have trouble justifying jurisdiction over territory where
states fail to perform their legitimating functions. As we
have established, their presence over such territory is weak,
and therefore they are not justifying in claiming the territory in question, according to the functionalist requirement
for valid territorial claims. Proponents cannot appeal to the
fact that a state has implemented the laws of the relevant
territory, for that is simply not how these theories justify
states’ jurisdiction over territory. That is, the functionalist
requirement that states must administer justice over the relevant territory is more demanding than that.
patrick j. winther-larsen
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David Miller, a proponent of nationalist theories of territorial rights, maintains a relatively conventional stance
on the placement of boundaries. His view is that a group’s
“transformation” of land, which involves endowing it either
with material value (in his words, the “quasi-Lockean” requirement that the land has been cultivated) or with symbolic value (meaning the relevant land has acquired symbolic
significance for the group), establishes its territorial rights
(Miller 2012:258–9). As for state boundaries, Miller remarks
that, for one, current borders usually encompass more territory than groups are attached to, and, secondly, that the land
they are in fact attached to usually do not determine where
borders should be set (2012:263). He attributes these facts
to historical contingencies, a point that I will not dispute.
Miller’s view is that, provided a people has transformed most
of the land that it currently occupies, and no rival claims
are made “to parts that could be recognized by redrawing
borders,” a state can be justified in asserting territorial rights
on behalf of that group. The absence of rival claims, however,
does not fully justify states’ claiming jurisdiction over more
land than their respective groups have transformed. Miller’s
two requirements of labor and attachment, which he argues
justify territorial claims, obviously do not justify states’ claim
on land that groups have not labored on or they are not attached to. States’ claims on such territory may in those cases,
I take it, be merely provisionally justified. In the case that
rival claims are lodged by another state, that is, the current
state’s claim on the relevant territory may be trumped by
those claims, if the rival claimant is able to provide proof
that the group it represents is in fact attached to the contested territory.
We may add that at least one benefit that nationalist
theories have over voluntarist theories is that the former kind
can account for states’ claims on undeveloped land, because
a group is not required to cultivate a mountain, say, in order
to attach themselves to it. That is not to suggest that on this
theory a group may attach itself to mountains or plains that
none of its members have set foot on, for they cannot simply
“make themselves” attached to land at a whim (Simmons
2015:154). As we established above, attachment in this
sense requires that the bond between a particular group and
a particular land has been forged over an extended period.
Therefore, the main problem faced by nationalist theories
is that of justifying state jurisdiction over land that is not
groups’ heartlands—similar to how voluntarist theories have
problems justifying claims on unimproved land. As we saw,
nationalist theories cannot fully justify such claims.
The charge that Millers’ theory must account for states’
claim on territory that groups have not transformed presup8

poses, however, that transformed territory can plausibly be
delineated from untransformed territory. I doubt that the
process of doing so would be very seamless in regard to territory transformed with symbolic value—except, perhaps,
in cases of natural geographical formations that are easily
distinguishable, such as mountains or canyons—but the
feat may be easier to achieve in regard to territory transformed with material value. This is so because products of
labor, such as bridges, are more concrete than, say, plains.
Still, as on Simmons’ theory, fixing the boundaries of territory according to Miller’s requirements would not be effortless. Perhaps, then, it would be for the best if we allowed
for vaguer delineations.
The main take away from our discussion on their theories, I suggest, is that we should admit of a certain degree
of indeterminacy in the process of fixing boundaries according the theories’ respective requirements. Briefly put, it is
not obvious just where states boundaries should be placed,
according to those requirements. What this entails for the
boundary problem is that we should concede that no states’
territorial claims would be fully justified according to those
theories. We may simply be demanding too much of these
theories by expecting that states must be able to justify their
jurisdiction over every square inch encompassed by their
borders. Therefore, a less rigid option seems like a more
promising alternative for solving the boundary problem.
That said it is beyond the scope of this essay for me to suggest such a solution to this difficult issue.
IV. Conclusion
In this essay, I have argued that the three families of theories of territorial rights—the voluntarist, the statist, and the
nationalist—seemingly fail to solve the boundary problem.
The problem for voluntarist theories in general is that they
must account for land that has not been labored on by
agents (be they individuals or collectives), while the individualist versions must additionally account for interior dissenters. Functionalist theories primarily face the problem
of justifying particular states’ claims on particular territories, which renders their claims on territory arbitrary. In addition, these theories face the problem of justifying state jurisdiction over territory where their presence is weak. That
said, functionalist theory could potentially justify claims on
territory that they do not require to perform their legitimating functions, as they would perform those functions
over them regardless. Lastly, nationalist theories must account for territory that is not integral to groups’ lives. These
theories have at least one benefit over voluntarist theories,
namely that of justifying claims on undeveloped land.
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Territorial rights are a bundle of rights, which includes a state’s right to
exercise jurisdiction over territory (a geographical area) by making and
enforcing laws within its borders. Other territorial rights include the rights
to control borders and natural resources within them. See Stilz, ‘Nations,
States, and Territory’ in Ethics, Vol. 121, No. 3 (2011), 573. In defining
“states”, I follow Simmons, according to whom “[s]tates are defined in
international law … as entities with permanent populations and fixed territories under government control.” See Simmons, “Territorial Rights” in
Sobel et al. (eds.), Oxford Studies in Political Philosophy, Volume 1 (2015),
145.
2
The name ‘the boundary problem’ has also been employed to refer to the
problem of justifying why citizens of one country ought to submit to that
country’s jurisdiction rather than of another country. This problem is also
referred to as ‘the demos problem’, ‘the particular problem’, or ‘the attachment problem’. I will employ the names ‘the boundary problem’ and ‘the
particular problem’ to refer only to geographical, and not to democratic,
issues.
3
By located at “the center,” I mean invalid claims on territory which is
surrounded by territory that states have a valid claim on, according to the
theories’ respective requirements for valid territorial claims. By located
“beyond the rim of the territory,” I mean invalid claims on territory surrounding the territory states have a valid claim on.
4
The proviso has also been formulated as: “enough and as good for others.”
5
See also Simmons, “Territorial Rights” in Sobel et al. (eds.), Oxford Studies
in Political Philosophy, Volume 1 (2015), 159. In the literature, voluntarist
theories in general (that is, of no particular variety) are variably referred to
as “property-based”, “consent” or “acquisition” theories.
6
For an exegesis of Kant’s views on territorial rights, see Stilz, “Why Do
States have Territorial Rights” in International Theory, Vol. 1, No. 2 (2009),
esp. 198.
7
Nationalist theories also go under the name of “attachment-based” or
“connection-based” theories. In the following, I will not distinguish
between “nations”, “groups” and “peoples”. Whenever I employ any of
the three terms, I have in mind a collective of individuals with shared
nationhood.
8
While I do not borrow this name from any text in particular, the problem
is referred to often in the literature.
9
I borrow the term “patchwork” from Stilz, “Why Do States have
Territorial Rights” in International Theory, Vol. 1, No. 2 (2009), 192.
10
Dissenters may hold rights over property surrounded on all sides by
property owned by consenters, in which they are called “interior dissenters”, who may cluster together. Dissenters located by a state’s border may
not be as problematic for voluntarist theories, as state boundaries could be
moved to accommodate their presence.
11
Although the consequence that functionalist theories seem to license
annexation may appear counter-intuitive, since just states should ideally
respect the autonomy of other states and their people, the concern here
is primarily that they fail to attach particular states to particular territory.
In the case of a failed state (a state that has failed to perform its justiceadministering function), perhaps a just state’s annexation of it would be
permissible, as it could potentially rectify the failure of the state that previously claimed jurisdiction over the relevant territory.
12
Of course, not all claimed land, such as plains or deserts, are enclosed by
fences. Simmons’ example of areas enclosed by fences is employed merely
for illustrative purposes.
13
As for interior dissenters, Simmons takes their presence to be unlikely,
as a state’s initial group of consenting property owners would presumably
make up a cluster, which would gradually expand as more property owners joined it. Further, he argues, dissenters could be swayed to consent or
relocate to an area beyond state boundaries. They would thus not represent
a problem for the individualist view. This position may be warranted, but
Simmons must still be able to account for interior dissenters who do not
choose either option.
patrick j. winther-larsen
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